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I’m going to 

focus LASERS 

on the earth!  







Markets can be thin 

Always willing to execute transactions 

Many nice properties: bounded loss, extensibility to combinatorial markets, etc. 

Issues: loss-making, plus price properties are heavily dependent on single parameter 

Various extensions, e.g. liquidity-sensitive MM of Othman et al (2010) 

Learns from information content of trades 

Not necessarily loss-making, but can have unbounded loss 

Intuitive market properties: higher spreads during times of uncertainty, lower spreads in stable times 



Highly controlled 

Limited by subject availability, very time consuming, difficult to scale 

Can operate at greater timescales and scale to much larger populations 

Less controlled, especially for comparisons; incentives may (sometimes) be hard to align with the real-
 world.  

Cheap to run on a massive scale (great for debugging!)  

Dependent on agent design, but remember: we’re not modeling, we’re testing! 

Must be especially careful in interpreting results 



Slowly improving information (simulates our lab experiments) 

Fundamentals traders 

 Learning (“rational expectations”) traders 

 Technical traders 





Accounts start with initial fake money/shares 

 Students in each course rate their instructor 

 Markets liquidate based on this rating 

4 rank-based 

 1 participation 



Previous liquidations 

Market price average 

R-squared (0.58 vs 0.48) 

Previous liquidations insignificant in linear model 



Examine trades that originate at prices in between previous and future liquidations 



No. Correlation of IRM ratings for 7 CS classes with official institute ratings: 0.86 (prices 0.75) 

Prices predict ratings, ratings predict evaluations, despite: 

 Small sets of raters 

 Manipulation potential 

Altruism in the university setting 

Insufficient incentives for manipulation? 



Instructor ratings 

Important policy questions 

Product launch dates 

Combinatorial outcomes 

… 

E.g. without a market maker, they may be too illiquid to get people trading 

Interesting new questions at the interface of market design and user interface design 

Possibility of manipulation could compromise some markets but doesn’t necessarily! 

 Don’t just throw it away because of the possibility that bad things will happen 

 Weigh the risks and benefits 

 


